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Broadcast in Japan started with this short remark aired at 9:30 a.m. on March 22, 1925. NHK has
developed by constantly incorporating the latest technologies such as black and white television,
color television, satellite broadcast, and Hi-Vision. Back in 1995, NHK started its research on
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application, diffusion, and maturing.

Broadcast that we enjoy daily is also made possible by a diverse range of broadcasting technology.
NHK strives to produce and broadcast throughout Japan speedy and accurate emergency broadcasts
that protect the lives and property of the people, accurate and comprehensible news programs, and
various high-quality programs that serve a wide range of viewers in a way that is only possible by
NHK. To achieve this, NHK implements its broadcasting technology throughout Japan 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year.
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technologies. We sincerely hope that this booklet will help the readers to understand the broadcast-
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Feature : Super Hi-Vision

Super Hi-Vision
Development of expression techniques for SHV Contents

The Launch of Test Broadcasting
On August 1st, 2016, NHK started test broadcasting of its 4K/8K broadcast known as "NHK Super Hi-Vision," which can be
enjoyed through Broadcasting Satellite. The Super Hi-Vision technology which is the combination of ultra-high definition
video and compelling stereophonic sound will make you forget that you are looking through a screen.

NHK is focusing greatly on creating contents that conveys the charm of 4K and 8K Super Hi-Vision technology. In the test
broadcasting that started on August 1st, 2016, not only pre-recorded programs but live programs are being broadcasted.New
technologies such as High Dynamic Range (HDR) and wide color gamut are also applied to the program production process.
NHK has also been investigating a new method to produce programs in Super Hi-Vision simultaneously with Hi-Vision.

Key Features of the Super Hi-Vision Technology
Video

1. 4K features four times the pixel count of Hi-Vision; 8K features sixteen times that of High-Vision
2. Natural and bright colors made possible by the "wide color gamut"
3. The range of brightness expanded by the High Dynamic Range (HDR)

Picture 1: Ultra-high definition video

Picture 2 : Wide color gamut

Picture 3 : HDR
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Grand Sumo

NHK coproduced an 8K program together with the Louvre Museum, and
captured great art works such as the "Venus de Milo" and the "Mona Lisa"
with 8K cameras. Top-notch technologies including High Dynamic Range
(HDR) and wide color gamut were used to capture a broader spectrum of
colors and contrast.

NHK has also live broadcast the Grand Sumo tournaments in 8K quality. The
first tournament to be broadcast live was the November Tournament in 2016.
One of the 8K camera was set in an actual box seat to deliver live experience
to the viewers. New attempts to use the same camera for Hi-Vision program
and Super Hi-Vision program were carried out as well.
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8K 7680×4320 (Approximately 33 million pixels)

Note: The image is for illustration purposes.

Grand Sumo (November Tournament)

Aspect ratio

16:9

Number of pixels (4K)

3,840 x 2,160

Number of pixels (8K)

7,680 x 4,320

Color gamut

"Makino's Magical Botanical Guide"

"YAYOI KUSAMA: My Eternal Soul"

Wide color gamut

HDR

Hybrid Log-Gamma (HLG)

"Makino's Magical Botanical Guide" became the first ever variety program
shot in a studio to be produced in 8K. The program features the life of
legendary botanist Tomitaro Makino. Images were recorded and played
frame by frame to capture the finest features of plants.

8K cameras were also used to create a documentary about renowned artist
Yayoi Kusama, who has won the Order of Culture Award from the Japanese
Government in 2016. Her colorful artwork and creation process are captured
as ultra-high definition footage.

Venus de Milo

4. 4K is equipped with 5.1 channel sound and 8K is equipped with 22.2 multichannel sound, enabling a sensational audio experience.

Picture 4 : Multichannel sound system
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Note : The image is digitally processed.
Note : The image is for illustration purposes.

● Top layer
● Middle layer
● Bottom layer
■ Low frequency effects (0.2ch)

● Middle channels (5ch)
■ Low frequency effects (0.1ch)
Note: Available in some 4K programs.
Note: Special equipment is needed to enjoy the sound system.

"Makino's Magical Botanical Guide" Ultra-high definition sketch
(Mitella stylosa H. Boissieu var. makinoi (H. Hara) Wakab.)

Yayoi Kusama

Note : The technology can be enjoyed on our 8K programs.
Note : Special equipment is needed to enjoy the sound system.

The "Moribito" series

The History of NHK's Super Hi-Vision Technology
Back in 1995, the NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (STRL) took on the challenge to do research on Super
Hi-Vision as the next-generation broadcasting technology. STRL's efforts to promote the technology inside and outside of Japan, and its efforts to implement an international standard, among other efforts, led to the realiza2020
tion of test broadcasts in 2016. The laboratories are continuing to develop equipment and conFull-scale diffusion
tent in order to begin practical broadcast by 2018, and full-scale diffusion in 2020,
2018
the year of the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games.
Practical broadcasts of 4K and 8K
2016
Test broadcasts of 4K and 8K ("NHK Super Hi-Vision")

1995
Beginning of research
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2005
Screening of 8K at
the Aichi World Expo

2012
Added to the ITU-R Recommendations as an international standard
for televisions 8K Public viewing at the London Olympic Games

Fantasy novel series "Moribito" is
brought to you as a full 4K drama
series. High Dynamic Range (HDR) and
wide color gamut add a whole new
texture to the word of "fantasy". The
series will be broadcasted in Hi-Vision
as well as Super Hi-Vision, and efforts
to produce both formats in the most
efficient way is being carried out.
Spectacular Fantasy Drama, the "Moribito" series
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Feature : Super Hi-Vision

Super Hi-Vision
Test Broadcasting of 4K and 8K

Facility Development

Based on the wide knowledge of Super Hi-Vision technology, NHK is developing new production equipment and receivers.
Using such devices, NHK launched its 4K and 8K test broadcasting via satellite in August, 2016. It can be enjoyed at every
local NHK stations around Japan.

8K Super Hi-Vision, the next-generation broadcasting system developed through R&D initiated mainly by NHK, is also
referred to as "the ultimate 2D TV." With the aim of realizing 8K broadcasting, NHK has been undertaking R&D in a broad
range of elemental technologies, including production equipment and transmission devices. We are currently developing compact cameras as well as OB vans and play-out/transmission equipment.

Development and Preparation of Production Facilities
ties
The Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games were broadcasted as
the first ever 8K live program in 2016. NHK's 8K OB van
equipped with 10 cameras and multiple recording devices,
along with 22.2 multichannel audio van developed in 2015
were put to full use. A new 8K OB van van was developed
to meet the increasing demand for live sports broadcasts,
including the 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic
Games. In order to produce as many 8K content as possible, NHK is currently developing more compact 8K cameras, recording and reproduction equipments, along with
more efficient video coding technology to transmit 8K
footage via wireless transmission path.

Broadcast Satellite

Transmission

Reception

8K CCD camera

8K OB van

Development and Preparation of Play-out and Transmission

NHK Broadcasting Center (Shibuya, Tokyo)
Sending Material

Local stations
around Japan

Public viewing

In terms of play-out facilities, NHK succeeded in developing a new MMT (MPEG Media Transport) multiplexing
device and high efficient 8K-HEVC encoder/decoder,
which enabled to provide advanced services collaborating
broadcasting and telecommunication. In terms of transmission facilities, a modem that uses 16APSK modulation
method, which can efficiently transmit 8K broadcasting
signal via single satellite transponder, is being put to use.

Test broadcast play-out facility

Reception Facility
OB van
Microphone
Camera
Video Production

Receiver
Sound Production

4K and 8K test broadcasting is a digital satellite broadcasting that utilizes an advanced modulation scheme. Prior to
the practical broadcasting planned for 2018, NHK has developed a new receiver and a large screen, which has been
placed around all local stations. The amazing world of 22.2
multichannel sounds can also be experienced in most of the
local stations around Japan.

"8K Living-room Theater", providing the home style 8K viewing experience
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Feature : Digital Services

Digital Content Production and Services
NHK's Digital Services

Emergency Newscasts and Digital Services
NHK instantly provides safety information via its digital services to the viewers in order to protect lives and assets.

What is Digital Service ?

Simultaneous Internet Distribution Service in times of Disaster

NHK's digital service provides supplemental information to the broadcasting programs in order to promote
deeper understanding to our programs. Digital content
such as video, sound, image, and text data are provided
via platforms such as NHK's official homepage to personal devices such as PCs, tablets, and smartphones.
Data may be distributed along with the aired programs as
"data broadcasting," or may be sent via public Internet as
"Hybridcast".

The Japanese Broadcast Act was revised on April 1st, 2015, enabling NHK to provide information essential to protect lives and
assets in cases of emergencies, accidents, and other major incidents through Internet simultaneously with TV broadcastings.
Footage from NHK's weather cameras capturing damages caused by natural disasters such as typhoons or volcano eruptions
may also be seen online.

News / Disaster Prevention Application
In June, 2016, the "NHK News and Disaster Prevention" app was launched in addition to "NHK NEWS WEB." News, weather information, disaster-related breaking
news, and live streaming of affected areas can be seen simultaneously with the live
broadcast.

The "lifeline radio channel", "Radiru★Radiru" Simultaneously on the Internet
Broadcast
Law

Planning and Setting Regulations of Online Services
NHK publicty announces its annual plans for online services.On April 1st, 2015, the Japanese Broadcast Act
was revised which enabled NHK to broaden its online
services.

Since September, 2011, NHK's three radio services, NHK Radio1, Radio 2, and
FM became available on the internet as "Radiru★Radiru" not only on NHK's
homepage but also on its app. In 2016, a 24-hour distribution of Radio1 programs
from 8 major cities including Tokyo has started. In cases of emergencies, news and
safety information are offered by both radio wave and the Internet.

General Standard
for Online Services
General Plan and each Guidelines

Live Sports Programs and Digital Services
One of the key features of NHK's digital services is that all sorts of information can be offered as the events take place. Especially in the case of sports events, prompt distribution of the information is essential. NHK's digital services provide additional
values such as players information, commentaries, and game results as soon as the information becomes available.

Digital Content Production and Services
NHK's digital contents are created and played-out in an effective workflow.

Rio de Janeiro Olympics-related Services
NHK's Digital Content Production and Play-out Mechanism
Program production and play-out
Data broadcasting system

TV

Internet
Internal network
Local information and news

External network
Earthquake, tsunami, weather,
river, L-Alert information, etc.

Video/sound
distribution
Data broadcasting system
Internet
Content production

PC
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Video, sound, and other data

Via Internet

Video, still images, texts, bidirectional voting, etc.

NHK's digital services during the Rio de Janeiro Olympics
Production
of broadcast
programs
Sportsrelated data

Transmission
circuit

Studio

Broadcasting
TV (Terrestrial Broadcasting /
Satellite Broadcasts)

Simultaneous online
distribution tests

Data
Processing
Diﬀerent
materials

Live
streaming
Internet

Rio de Janeiro
Olympics venue
(Brazil)

Facilities open to the public

8K broadcast
program
production

NHK Broadcasting
Center

Video clips

Special Website for the
Rio de Janeiro Olympics
Sports app

4K Internet
distribution

Transmission
circuit

4K TV (Hybridcast)

8K Test broadcasting/
Public viewing

8K image
analysis

Virtual tracking
Web services

Tablets

Eyes on the 2020 Tokyo Olympics

Bidirectional/voting facilities

Via Broadcasting

At the 2016 Rio de Janeiro Olympic and
Paralympic Games, NHK set up a special
website and launched a special version of our
sports app, distributing the game footage and
real time game results.
NHK's official account was also created set
up on YouTube, which enabled to reach out to
many viewers.

Smartphones

The 2020 Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games are set to be held in three years. NHK will provide digital services, as it has
been done in the past Olympic Games, while adding upgraded services.
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Feature : Digital Services

Digital Content Production and Services
Interactive Services Between Broadcast and Communications
Hybridcast
The conventional way of data broadcasting being transmitted by
radio waves has now evolved to being distributed via the Internet.
Since an extensive amount of information can be distributed this
way, and in response to the movement, NHK launched its "NHK
Hybridcast" service in 2013. In 2016, news clips that were aired on
the satellite broadcasting program called "Business Frontline"
(BS1) started to be provided online as individual video clips.
During the Rio de Janeiro Olympics, footage shot by an 8K Super
Hi-Vision camera was distributed online in 4K quality, as part of a
test. Hybridcast will continue to further evolve in the years to come.

Data Online
Data broadcasting content are sent to the viewers not only via radio
waves but via the Internet as well. Original content such as radar
images and recommended videos can be enjoyed. Broadcast and
communications, now inseparable, have brought about a new digital era for the TV industries.

Promoting Program Understanding and Viewer Participation
Program-related/Bidirectional Services
As broadcast content are aired, related services are offered that viewers can
enjoy using remote controllers, PCs, smartphones, and others devices. For example, when "ASAICHI" (Lifestyle Program) is being aired, viewers can vote
during the show for a quiz and actively take part in live programs.

Catch-up Service of Broadcast Programs
NHK on Demand
Viewers can enjoy various archives of NHK's content online, on one's TV
screens, PCs, smartphones, and other devices, with the fee-based service
"NHK on Demand." The service can also be enjoyed by app which was
launched in December, 2008. Around 5,600 programs can be viewed online,
anytime and anywhere you want. There are various program packages, such as
catch up package where you can enjoy the programs you have missed, and
selected program package where you can enjoy selected programs.

Enriching Digital Services
Simultaneous Test Distribution of Live Broadcasting
Since 2015, NHK has been conducting tests for the simultaneous online distribution of live broadcasting. In 2016, a maximum of 16 hours worth of content broadcasted on NHK General channel and NHK Educational channel were simultaneously
distributed online (7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.) on a specially designed homepage and app, as part of a test project.
Moreover, in 2015 and 2016, four hours worth of footage of the
Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games and other sports events were
simultaneously distributed online. The information acquired
from the tests will be used as feedback to further improvement
the service quality.

Catch-up Service of Radio Programs
In addition to NHK's online live service "Radiru★Radiru", NHK
now has a catch-up service for radio programs as well. Not only national programs, but also local programs can be enjoyed online.

Vote ("Kohaku Uta Gassen")
In the 67th "Kohaku Uta Gassen" (Red-and-White Year-End Song Festival) held
in 2016, the viewers were able to vote beforehand with the NHK app to decide
which members of the idol group AKB48 could appear on the show. On the very
day of the show, the viewers were able to vote for either the red or white team.

Live Streaming
Footage related to aired programs can be enjoyed online, before and while the programs are being broadcasted. The aim is to
enhance the viewers' understanding of the programs. For example, as the singing contest "Kohaku Uta Gassen" was aired,
backstage conversation between the artists could be seen online.
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Digital Laboratory
NHK is aggressively challenging to utilize the technology related to IT and social media, to produce and provide contents using
the latest trends and technologies.

Promoting the "PDCA" Method in Viewer Analysis and Content Production
By closely observing how Internet content are actually being viewed, the production process as well as services are effectively
modified using the "PDCA" method.
Note: Abbreviation of the "Plan, Do, Check, Action," a method used to effectively manage processes.
Note: Only those who have agreed to our terms provided in the Internet, apps, etc. are monitored. No personal information is being used or exchanged in the process.
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Outline of Broadcast Technology

Role of Broadcasting Technology
in NHK
Leading the Development of Broadcasting
Broadcasting is a medium that evolves in step with technological advances. NHK has played a leading role in the progress of broadcasting technologies by carrying out research into the practical application of
high-definition TV, satellite broadcasts, and digital broadcasts. As such
technologies spread and mature, NHK has developed Japan's broadcasting culture.
Through this cycle of "research," "practical application," "diffusion," and
"maturing," technological evolution becomes part of the fabric of broadcasting, and helps create a new culture.
The "research" phase involves research into broadcast services and systems for the future.
This research not only covers visual senses, but also takes into account
elements in the realm of human sciences. ""Practical application""
involves standardization, so that the fruits of research can be applied to a
wide range of things. It is also about utilizing new technologies to build
facilities. ""Diffusion"" and ""maturing"" is about actually using the technology that has been put to practical use in order to produce programs and
news, and ultimately elevating the quality of broadcasting services.
NHK's broadcasting technology repeats this process to provide useful
information, emotionally satisfying programs, immediate and accurate
emergency broadcasts, stable broadcasts, and the creation and improvement of reception environments.
We will continue this process in order to promote an even richer broadcasting culture for the generations to come.

The Olympics and Broadcast Technology
The Olympic Games have been instrumental in the development
of broadcasting technology.
The 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games were the first broadcasts ever
presented in color. In addition, broadcast technologies
developed by NHK, such as satellite broadcasts, live coverage
of the entire route of the marathon, and slow motion video
replay all debuted at the same time. As a result, the Tokyo
Olympic Games were called the world's first "TV Olympics."
Hi-Vision (high-definition) broadcasts are the standard now, but
the technology has gone through a great deal of development in
line with the Olympic Games. The first Olympic Hi-Vision
broadcast was carried out at the Seoul Games in 1988. In 1998,
a VTR-integrated Hi-Vision camera with greater mobility made
its debut at the Nagano Olympic Games.
During the Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games held in August, 2016,
the opening/closing ceremonies and some of the games including swimming and athletics were broadcasted live in 8K quality.
Public viewing sites in six Japanese cities including Tokyo and
Osaka were set, and together with NHK's local stations around
Japan, 210,000 people enjoyed the world of 8K. Through this
event, NHK's research into the next-generation broadcasting
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Broadcasting for Safe, Reassuring,
and Affluent Society

Diffusion

Integral 3D TV

Broad Maturing
casting

Research

8K Super Hi-Vision
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Diffusion,

Broad maturing
casting

Research

Hybridcast

The achievement of "research," "practical application," and "diffusion and
maturing": Live captioning through voice recognition
Caption is an important way to supply information to the elderly
who are hard of hearing and to people with hearing disabilities.
One type of caption is offline captioning, which captions are
added before the program is aired. And the other is live captioning, in which captions are added to a live broadcast. Real time captioning has always been difficult to achieve, but due to the progress of voice recognition technology and the introduction of
high-speed keyboards, live captioning broadcasts has improved.
The delay between program audio and caption needs to be as short
as possible for live captioning. NHK’s Science & Technology Research Laboratories (STRL) has developed a format that outputs
the most probable words as recognition results based on acoustic
and linguistic probabilities in limited delay.
This format is capable to directly and precisely recognize voices
in news programs, excluding interviews (direct format). However,

Development

Practical
use

Direct Format and Respeak Format

Diffusion,

Digital broadcasting

Broad maturing
casting

Research

Development

Practical
use

Hi-Vision
Research

recognition accuracy deteriorates in sports broadcasts when there
is background noise, or during entertainment and educational
shows when participants do not speak clearly. To resolve these
issues, we developed a respeak format live captioning system in
which the phrase repeated by a different speaker (respeaker) in
another room free of noise is recognized by the system. Thanks to
these formats and an interface that can correct recognition errors,
we are now able to add captions to various live broadcasts.
Broadcasters have put these technologies to practical use and produced captions for various types of programs, including the news.
For regional broadcasts we are developing a technology that
utilizes scripts to correct recognition errors.
NHK strives to improve closed caption broadcasts to present
information to all viewers.

Direct Format

Respeak Format

Diffusion,
Broad maturing

casting

Development

Color TV
Practical
use

Directly

Diffusion,

Research

Television

Broad maturing
casting

Repeat

Development

Voice
Recognition

Practical
use
Diffusion,
Research

Radio

Broad maturing
casting

Development

Announcer

Respeaker

Practical
use

medium was highly praised around the world.
The upcoming 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games will provide the
ultimate opportunity for NHK, which has always been at the
forefront of broadcasting technology. NHK will continue to
develop new technologies and strive to create a rich broadcasting culture.

Caption Screen

Caption Screen

Error
Correction

・Labor-sav
Labor-saving
ving captioning
that utilizes
utilizees scripts

・Adding captions to a program
・Development of a captioning
format that saves la
labor for
correcting recognition errors

・Developing a voice recognition algorithm
・Developing various captioning formats
・Development and verification of recognition
error correction interface

Broadcast

Diffusion and
Maturing

nd
Diffusion and
g
Maturing

1964
Tokyo Olympic Games

Broadcast
Br

Research
・Introduction of a captioning
system that utilizes scripts

Research

2016
Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games

・Introduction of voice
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recognition captioning
system

Implementation
ttiionn
tio

Implementation

Improvement
Improvem
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Outline of Broadcast Technology

Technical Operations and
Activities

Broadcasting
Satellite

Video/Sound/Data
Program/Content

NHK's technical operations cover a broad range of tasks, from news and program production, play-out, radio wave transmission and reception, development and maintenance
broadcasting technology. Engineers at the Broadcasting Center in
aintenance of broadcastingg facilities, to R&D in broa
Shibuya, Tokyo, as well as other station
stations
strive
onss across
ss tthe
he nnation,
ation, str
at
triv
ive to provide a stable and reliable broadcasting service.

Broadcast signal
Internet

Uplink Center
(Shibuya)

Satellite Operation Center
(B-SAT Uplink Center)
News Center

Radio Center

Page 14

Page 15
Page 14

Uplink substation (Shobu・Kuki)

Communications
satellite

TV
transmitting
stations

Studio control room

Viewers and listeners

Broadcasting from
overseas
Page 15

News coverage
Page 14

Master control room
(Technical Operation Center)

Satellite news gathering
(SNG vans)
Base receiving station

MW and FM Radio
transmitting stations

Master controll room for
International broadcasting

Network Center
Page 14

Page 15

Page 14

OB van

Local broadcasting
stations

Emergency warning
system

Outside broadcasting
Page 15

Format conversion
Page 14

Programs
from
overseas

PAL
Hi-Vision

Live captioning
File-based
Play-out Facility

Local broadcasting stations

Electric Power and HVAC
control room

Maintaining and improving
signal reception

Page 15

Studio production

Production control room

Production of
datacasting content

Video editing
(Video postproduction)

Page 15

Development and maintenance of broadcasting facilities and systems
Page 15

Page 14

Page 14

Production of
Hybridcast Content

Production of
web content

NHK on Demand

Archives

Page 14
Page 15

Location shooting

CG production

VFX

Page 15

Page 14

Page 15

Page 15

Page 15

Sound postproduction

R&D
Program browsing
library

Page 15

Page 14
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Outline of Broadcast Technology

Technical Operations
and Activities
News coverage

Radio Center

It is important to provide immediate and accurate information to the public through emergency broadcasts in the
case of a disaster or other major crisis. A variety of equipment, including remote-controlled cameras, SNG vans,
and news helicopters are utilized to report on the scene.

NHK Radio news programs are produced and broadcasted
from the Radio Center in the Broadcasting Center.
Most programs on Radio 1 are broadcasted live.

Network Center
Outside broadcasting
Outside broadcasting refers to program production activities that take place outside the studio, such as sports
venues and theaters. OB vans equipped with live production control room facilities are often used. Video and
sound produced in the OB vans are transmitted to broadcasting stations via communication satellites, micro wave
links, optical fibers and IP tools for live broadcasting.

Studio production
Experienced technicians in the fields of video shooting,
audio, visual, and lighting are involved in studio-produced programs, such as dramas and popular music
shows. Video engineers monitor the quality of pictures in
the production control room, and technical directors
switch images of cameras. They work closely with program directors and other staff to produce programs.

In emergency broadcasts, it is essential that footage from the
actual scenes are transmitted to the Broadcasting Center as
swiftly as possible.The Network Center receives transmissions from sites outside Broadcasting Center and also acts as
the hub to distribute video and audio materials to NHK's local
broadcast stations, including overseas branches.

Format conversion
NHK exchanges programs with foreign broadcasters. Video
signals produced by foreign broadcasters are converted to the
format for broadcast in Japan, and those produced by NHK
are also converted for distribution overseas. Also, video resolutions are converted between high definition for use in Japan
and standard definition for international signal exchange.

Production of datacasting content

Archives

To make programs easy to understand and more attractive,
music, sound effects, and narration are added to the sound
material. This process is called sound postproduction.

NHK Archives use the latest digital technology to store programs that have been aired, as well as other valuable footage. The Archives are used for broadcasts, and are also
made available to the public in program libraries nationwide.

Master Control Room
(Technical Operation Center)
At the Technical Operation Center, news, sports programs,
and dramas are automatically transmitted in accordance with
the broadcast schedule. It also operates the network that connect NHK's stations nationwide.

Master control room for International
broadcasting
NHK's intenational service is available on TV, radio, and
online for people abroad. It also delivers programs to broadcasters and cable television networks worldwide. These programs and news are produced at the International Broadcasting Studio in the Broadcasting Center.

Satellite Operation Center
(B-SAT Uplink Center)
Program signals of NHK BS Digital broadcasts are transmitted to a broadcast satellite from the uplink facility built by
NHK in cooperation with B-SAT.
All uplink operations for BS digital broadcasting, including
those for private broadcasters, are carried out by B-SAT.

Content for Datacasting, a service of digital broadcasting, is
produced.

TV / Radio transmitting stations
In order to provide broadcast services to the public nationwide at all times, NHK maintains nearly 2,200 digital terrestrial TV transmitting stations, about 200 radio transmitting
stations, and roughly 500 FM radio transmitting stations for
stable service.

Maintaining and improving good
signal reception
Besides producing and transmitting programs, NHK must
also ensure good eception quality at each household. NHK
investigates, and resumes good reception whenever there is
radio interference.

Elctric power and HVAC control
room
The stable operation of infrastructure such as electricity, air
conditioning, and plumbing makes it possible for NHK to
broadcast at all times.
The power and HVAC control room in the Broadcasting
Center operates and maintains all electricity and air conditioning functions.

Production of Hybridcast Content

Location shooting

14

Sound postproduction

The production of documentaries, dramas, and travelogues frequently involves filming and recording outdoors. Some location shoots only require a cameraman,
while other large-scale shoots, such as those for dramas,
involve many technicians.

Video editing (Video postproduction)

News Center

CG production - VFX

Domestic and foreign news reports are gathered to NHK's
News Center 24 hours a day. Such information is used in
combination with footage, sound, and computer graphics
to produce news programs.

By using VFX and computer graphics, it is possible to create
innovative images that cannot be produced with camera
images only. VFX can be used to make miniatures appear as
their actual sizes, and by using compositing technology, it is
possible to make a cast of few dozen extras appear to be a
crowd of thousands. Such technologies are used to enrich
programs.

Recorded images and sounds are edited to produce programs.
This process is called video editing (video postproduction).
Color correction is done and various visual effects are added
in this process as well.

Content for NHK Hybridcast, a new TV service that combines broadcasting and communication, is being produced.

Development and maintenance of
broadcasting facilities and systems

NHK produces a variety of content for NHK’s official web
site for PC and mobile phone, including news, management
information, and program promotion.

NHK develops mid-term and long-term plans foreseeing
future broadcasting services, and effectively develops various broadcasting facilities and systems grasping the needs
of the production site properly, introducing the latest technology and taking into account reducing costs.

NHK on Demand

R&D

NHK on Demand is a pay service available on PCs, smartphones, and television sets through broadband connections. It
provides additional information such as casts and outlines of
programs so that viewers can enjoy the programs even more.

From devices to systems, and from fundamentals to practical application, NHK continues conducting research into
new technologies and equipment to improve program production and provide services to viewers that are easy to
access and rich in content.

Production of web content
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Emergency Newscasts for Public
Safety
News Gathering and Broadcasting in Emergencies
Quickly sending images from locations to viewers is extremely
important in broadcasting breaking news about disasters, events,
and accidents. NHK deploys various OB equipment such as
remote-controlled cameras, SNG vans, and helicopters to broadcasting stations around Japan in order to strengthen its system
for breaking news broadcasts.
NHK deploys approximately 700 remote-controlled cameras
around Japan. They are normally used to broadcast weather
information and scenery shots. However, they are also used to
promptly supply images from sites that are difficult to access in
times of disaster, such as earthquakes, tsunamis, or typhoons.
We also have 15 helicopters deployed around Japan that can be
used for broadcasting breaking news. These helicopters took off
immediately when the Great East Japan Earthquake struck, and
broadcast images of the tsunami surging towards Sendai City
in Miyagi Prefecture.
Furthermore, with the advances
in IP devices and the expansion
and improvement of high-speed

data communication areas in recent years, NHK also uses IP
repeater devices for transmitting emergency reports, and these
are useful in disaster mitigation reporting.

Helicopter

Network Center: NHK's Network Hub
The TV circuits required for broadcasting news and other
programs are prepared and connected at the Network Center.
Video and audio sent from each location to the Center are
received 24 hours a day, and redistributed to each studio.
When emergency broadcasts are required in case of disasters, events, or accidents, it is extremely important that the
information is distributed quickly and accurately for broadcast. Therefore, the Network Center acts as the key station
enabling NHK to swiftly play out accurate news.
News video feeds from locations within and outside Japan are
funneled through to the Network Center via optical fibers, micro
wave links, and communications satellite links.
Moreover, we are now
equipped with an image
transmission system that
uses mobile communications networks such as
LTE, which enables us to
broadcast from closed-off
places that SNG vans
cannot access in times of
emergency.
The Network Center collects news material from
all over the world in real
time and enables speedy
broadcasting.
Antennas for satellite uplink/downlink

Image of the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake taken from a helicopter
SNG van

Providing Emergency Broadcasts
The News Center alerts viewers by "breaking news" captions or
by interrupting regular programs with news flashes. Moreover,
information about earthquakes and tsunamis issued by the Japan
Meteorological Agency is processed by NHK, which adds subtitles, computer graphic images, and news scripts instantly.
In July 2014, Typhoon Neoguri passed over the Japanese archipelago, causing immense damage. Houses were washed away by
floods in Nagiso Town, Nagano Prefecture. A 3-D computer
graphic image created by a newly developed system that turns
aerial images into 3-D images was used to explain the situation
at the site, during the news program aired right after the incident.
We are always incorporating new technologies for broadcast that
can prevent/mitigate damage from disasters.

」
」
Commentary on a landslide disaster using an Aerial Image 3-D System

In July 2015, the Japan Meteorological Agency began operation
of the Himawari 8 meteorological satellite, for which horizontal
resolution was doubled and transmission intervals were greatly
shortened. Picture generator was newly developed to handle
these images, and it became possible to capture images of changes in rapidly developing cumulonimbus clouds and other meteorological phenomena.
NHK constantly works to provide viewers with accurate and
comprehensible news, by swiftly incorporating new technology.

Network Center
Cloud images taken by the Himawari 8 meteorological satellite
Transportable SNG System

Remote-controlled camera

Image of the Great East Japan Earthquake taken from a remote-controlled camera

Installing News Production Support Vans
Remote-controlled camera system that utilizes natural energy
The remote-controlled camera system is capable of sending video and audio from
sites where electrical power cannot be accessed, and where entry is restricted due to
hazards such as volcanic gases or radiation.
Solar and wind power are utilized to create electricity required for activation.
When Mt. Aso erupted in October, 2016, NHK's remote camera placed just a
kilometer away from the crater captured valuable images, and they were broadcast
and printed in newspapers not only in Japan but around the world.
We will continue to test and implement systems that exploit renewable energy and
improve emergency broadcast.
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In 2014, NHK started using a news production
support van that can create news scripts and edit
video material on site to minimize the impact of
major disasters. In April, 2016, when the Kumamoto Earthquake occurred, the van was used for
three months after the earthquake, and it supported
the quick play-out of comprehensible news.
News production support van
Inside the support van
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News Production and Play-out
How Breaking News is Broadcasted
Many tasks make up the process of broadcasting breaking news
as it occurs. These tasks include various preparations, beginning
with coverage and interviews, writing a script, taking footage,
delivering images using communications satellites and circuitry,
editing, creating CG, and preparing an on-air manuscript. Special systems are used to share information among these tasks at
our News Center in order to produce and broadcast the news
quickly, accurately, and efficiently.

Capturing Remote Events in Progress
interviews and footage are edited and combined with various
materials including subtitles, CG, virtual images, remote-controlled camera feeds, and live reports. These are ultimately converted into news. A network of large-scale systems enables staffs
to share information such as script data, weather, earthquake and
tsunami data, and Hi-Vision images among others in the process.
We also produce news with subtitles and news for the Internet.

BS News Center (BS-NC)
News Center
The Broadcasting Center in Shibuya, Tokyo acts as the information hub of domestic and international events at all hours. The
News Center uses the information to produce and broadcast
news and informational programs. Approximately 10 hours of
live news is created at the News Center every day for NHK General TV, including "News: Good Morning, Japan," "NHK News
7," "News Watch 9," and "Sunday Sports," as well as "Sign Language News" for NHK Educational TV.
Lighting, camera, audio, and systems engineers led by the technical director work together with the news director and producer
to broadcast ever-changing information in real time. Scripts of

Outside Broadcasting

Every weekday, the BS News Center (BS-NC) provides approximately 12 hours of live broadcasting of mainly BS1 news and
informational programs. From 10 minutes before every hour, the
domestic news bulletin, "BS News," is aired. "World News"
broadcasts in two languages the latest information from our
overseas branches and news about other countries with Japanese
translations. "World Top News," which starts at 7 a.m., and "International News 2017," which starts at 10 p.m., feature guests,
relay broadcasts from around the globe, and supply the latest
information in a comprehensible manner. "Tokyo Market Information" provides the closing stock prices at the Tokyo Stock Exchange after both the morning and afternoon trading sessions.

Outside broadcasting refers to program production activities that take place
outside the studio, from places such as sports venues, concert halls, or theaters. At the outside broadcasting site, equipment such as OB vans and SNG
vans are utilized to broadcast domestic and international news, events, and
sports meets in a timely manner. We strive to make our broadcasts attractive,
so we are also promoting
the introduction of innovating technology that
was developed at the
operation site.

Live broadcasting of the G7 Ise-Shima Summit

OB van

Filming at an international soccer competition

Live broadcasting of road race using
the bike camera

Live broadcasting of concerts

Mixing inside an audio OB van

International broadcasting
Optical fiber
Automatic helicopter
tracking system
Airborne broadcasting

Shipboard broadcasting
Camera-equipped
motorcycle
Mobile broadcasting

"NHK News 7" studio image

Earth station
Base
station

Anti-vehicle-vibration cameras
Mobile OB van
for road races

Communications
satellite

Rooftops

CS auto tracking van
Underwater broadcasting

NHK Broadcasting Center

"International News 2017" studio image

Twins-Cam
The Twins-Cam water synthesis camera system developed by NHK
is a camera system that synthesizes images filmed from above and
below the water at the same time. Twins-Cam camera also has pan
and zoom functions, and has been used in international signal
production for the Olympic Games.
Twins-Cam enabled viewers around the globe to view the difficult
combination of movements executed by athletes below the surface as
they displayed elegance and beauty on the surface. The camera
received favorable acclaim.
"NHK News 7" control room
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Body of Twins-Cam

Image after combining surface and underwater images

"International News 2017" control room
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Program Production
Dramas

Informational programs

Music

Beginning with the historical drama "Naotora: The Lady Warlord"
and morning serial drama "Hiyokko," NHK produces captivating
dramas that cover a broad range of topics from social issues to
comedy.
Based on the drama production know-how that NHK has accumulated over the years, NHK is not only able to create programs that capture the art of acting, but also create them in 4K and 8K quality,
giving the world of visual content a brand new definition. Other
advanced technologies are applied in the production, for example,
by analyzing each scene using a large sensor, the depth of fields is
delicately modified to give the characters a lasting impression. Special equipment such as cranes, steadicams, and MOVIs are also used
to give the stories a dynamic touch as well. Lighting and color are
also intricately controlled, for example the contrast between light
and shadow are carefully controlled and colors are also managed to
match the atmosphere of each scene to make the storyline reach the
hearts of the viewers. Sound effects and music are also added to produce a story that lures the viewers in.
For the very first time in NHK history, the historical fantasy "Moribito" series is being filmed entirely in 4K-HDR. NHK took on the
new challenge to produce a whole new fantasy world that has never
been seen before. Brand new VFX technology will surely take the
viewers on an adventurous voyage.
Various film techniques and the latest editing technology will help
portray the actors in an attractive light, supplying inspiration, imagination, and hope to viewers.

NHK produces a variety of music programs. Some programs
are presented from NHK Hall, such as "NHK Kohaku Utagassen" (Red-and-White Year-End Song Festival) and
"Utacon," and other programs are broadcast in front of a live
audience in locations nationwide, such as "NHK Nodo Jiman
(Amateur Singing Contest)." Programs such as "SONGS"
are produced in the studio.
These exciting and inspiring programs feature spectacular
lighting and excellent camerawork.
For "Classical Music Hall" orchestral performances and
"Premium Theater" ballet and opera productions, stage performances are presented appealingly using a 5.1 channel surround system, which spreads sound dynamically. NHK also
produces programs of classical theater music that has existed
in Japan since ancient times.
For the "NHK Kohaku Utagassen" (Red-and-White
Year-end Song Festival), various efforts are being made to
spread the enjoyment of terrestrial digital broadcasting, with
viewers able to take part in the vote to decide the winner
between the Red and White teams using data broadcasting or
One-Seg.
On the second sound channel, one can enjoy the "URA (Behind) Talk Channel." Reporters provide live commentary
from seats in the audience in NHK Hall about stage changes
and other behind-the-scenes actions that cannot be heard on
the main sound channel.

Documentaries

NHK offers a wide variety of informational programs. In "ASAICHI" (Lifestyle Program), the program picks up themes posted
by viewers and delves into it from a brand new perspective. Programs such as "NHK Special" and "Close-Up Gendai" cover hot
social events. Various large-scale sports programs are listed in
the line-up, such as the Olympic Games and World Cups. In programs such as "Try and Gotcha," the viewers can make new discoveries in everyday things. "Heart-Net TV" thinks about the
difficulties certain people face in life. "Let's Whiz-Kids TV" is a
series that has been long loved by the younger generation. NHK
also offers live programs that can't be produced without the
camera crew's dynamic camerawork, the timely switching of
one image to another, good lighting techniques, and top quality
narrations all working together in harmony. Recorded programs
are filmed while taking into account postproduction to create the
best of the best. NHK's technical crew train their skills on a daily
basis and apply their experience and expertise in producing high
quality programs. In addition to such skills, technology such as
adding CG images to real video images on the spot in a virtual
space is used, as well as brand new technology that uses IP
repeater devices together with public Internet networks.

Top quality documentaries are made on a global scale, such as
"NHK Special," "Close-Up Gendai," "The Way of Professionals," "ETV Tokusyu" (Educational TV Special) and "Nature
Wonderland."
The camera operator in documentary production must capture
the "truth" and "story" behind the events. They use their expertise and knowledge to act as the "viewers' eyes" and capture the
stories behind economic, scientific, environmental, cultural, and
historical events. In "NHK Special: Kyodai Saigai -Mega Disaster," natural disasters such as earthquakes, typhoons, and breakouts of viruses were scientifically analyzed in order to find a way
around them, minimizing their impact on human lives. In programs such as "Heart-Net TV" and "ETV Tokusyu (Educational
TV Special)," various social issues are tackled. In "Nature Wonderland," natural wildlife around the world is captured on 4K
cameras for the whole family to enjoy. Programs on the Great
East Japan Earthquake as well as the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake have also been produced on a regular basis. NHK aims to
stand by those impacted by such major natural disasters and
remind the world about the dangers. when on location, a camera
operator forms a team with a director and a soundman. At this
very moment, such teams are scattered around the world, capturing the "truth" of various stories.

"12-hour Marathon of Programs
on 2020 Tokyo Olympics" control room

Filming of "NHK Special: The Great Pyramid" in Egypt using 4K
"NHK Nodo Jiman" (Amateur Singing Contest) broadcast in front of a live audience
4K filming of programs set to be post-edited using CG

Image switching

Location shooting spectacular fantasy dorama"Moribito"series

Filming of morning serial drama "Hiyokko"
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Filming using MOVI

Video switching

Filming with steadicam

"ETV Tokusyu (Educational
TV Special): The Fukushima
Residents Returning Home"

Filming of "NHK Special: The Birth
of New Land on Nishinoshima"
using a camera drone

Audio mixing

"SONGS" lighting set-up

Filming of a live broadcast lasting over 12 hours

Filming of "12-hour Marathon of Programs
on 2020 Tokyo Olympics"

Filming of "NHK Special: The Miracles of the Body"
using special filming techniques
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NHK's mountaineering and underwater filming
NHK aims to act on behalf the viewers' eyes and film the undaily life such as the summit of a mountain over 5,000 meters, or under the
ocean and lake around the world.

Advanced Image and VFX

Underwater ﬁlming
Underwater filming that uses a special water-proof camera is
carried out by NHK's "Underwater filming crew." No other station
in the world has a specialized underwater filming crew within the
station. Specialists in location filming with a national certification
work in pairs to shoot the underwater images. They're the ones
who filmed scenes under water, such as the giant squid and
deep-sea shark, using advanced skills. On "Nature Wonderland,"
the lives of creatures living under water are carefully observed.
The film crew also film scenes for dramas where the actors act
under water, film the damages in the sea of Fukushima, and other
underwater scenes.
A single lapse in judgment may place a cameraman at risk when
filming under water. A cameraman needs to have knowledge and
technical skills to handle its equipment, correctly acknowledge the
situation, and act appropriately during emergency situations.
NHK's underwater cameramen not only undertake basic training
sessions twice a year, but train to shoot in harsh conditions such as
in cold water environments, caves, and so forth.
In December, 2016, the specially trained crew succeeded in
filming in Antarctica using an 8K underwater camera for the first
time in human history. The crew dove in Lake Untersee, which has
been covered with four-meter thick ice ever since it was created.
The Earth's history has been captured by the thick ice, and with the
official permission NHK's filming crew became the fifth team to
witness the scenery inside the blue lake and it was recorded by 8K
camera. This challenge by NHK exquisitely surprised the
world.With the temperature of the atmosphere being below 20
degrees Celsius and the water temperature of the lake being 0
degrees, the crew wore special diving gear designed for extremely
cold water. However, the body temperature of the divers still
dropped quickly. Furthermore, the only way out of the water was

Filming in mountainous areas
NHK also has a crew specialized in filming of mountainous areas.
The crew members, who have outstanding physical strength, train
in the summer and winter mountains every year, and work on their
rope management and other skills to enhance their technique to

"BS1 Special : Traversing Down Mount McKinley" "The Way of Professionals :
Elevation around 5,000 meters on Mt. McKinley
Window Cleaners of Tokyo"
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Video Postproduction

VFX to Create Special Images

Footage recorded in studios and other sites are edited according
to the program's composition. During postproduction, programs
are completed by processing with color correction and additional
VFX. Subtitles that utilize animation effects are also added to
increase intelligibility.

By compositing CG images with real video images using VFX
(Visual Effects), realistic and powerful images that are difficult
or impossible to shoot in real life can be produced. Such images
include realistc scenes for periodic drama, and images of a thousand person crowd created from a cast of a dozen extras.

Non-linear Editing Room

Editing and composition system for dramas

Underwater filming in "Lake Untersee," also known as "the blue lake"
in the Antarctic, covered in thick ice

The Antarctic and the filming crew's tent
NHK's cameraman emerging from the lake
with the latest 8K underwater camera

the opening made on the
surface of the ice even in
times of emergency. The
filming environment being
this way, the crew not only Daily maintenance of the equipment is
essential
need special skills but a
strong mental dexterity.
The researchers who accompanied NHK's filming praised NHK's
high level of technology, which enabled them to witness new
discoveries being made under water through super high-definition
images, such as the discovery of new bacteria.

film safely even in the harshest conditions. The crew must have
the ability to foresee dangers and take safety measures ahead of
time, while capturing the important moments on camera. In "BS1
Special: Traversing Down Mount McKinley," NHK's filming crew
accompanied an alpinist and filmed at an altitude height of 5,000
meters using a small 4K camera. For the series "Natural Grandeur
of the East," Mt. Tomuraushi in Hokkaido Prefecture was filmed
during the cold winter. The winter there is extremely cold, and
people normally keep away from the area. The NHK filming crew
captured the beautiful world of snow and ice. In programs like
"The Way of Professionals: Window Cleaners of Tokyo," certain
mountain shooting techniques that require the cameraman to hang
on to a single rope while filming were used to film men working at
great heights.
NHK's filming crew specializing in mountainous areas are also in
charge of long-term filming in harsh conditions such as in the
Amazon rainforests and African deserts.

CG to Enrich Visual Expression
This studio is responsible for creating computer graphics used
for explanations in programs, as well as developing systems and
software used to create graphics. CG production realizes impressive and high-quality images by creating realistic CG of
architecture and other objects that do not actually exist. Images
that cannot be shot in real life can be realized by compositing
performers filmed previously into a virtual CG studio set.

Emergency Reports and Digital Images
NHK is currently developing a system for visualizing large
quantities of various data,the so-called 'big data', in real time for
the viewers to enjoy.In addition to making use of the system in
news gatherings and program productions, it is being used to
proviode information on current events in Japan in a clear and
straightforward way.NHK believes that this contributes to disaster prevention and mitigation, which is one of NHK's important
missions as a public broadcaster.

Osaka Castle before being attacked on "Sanada Maru"

The view from a turret during the Summer Siege
of Osaka, in "Sanada Maru"

Enormous data on a global scale concerning CO₂ emission amounts and
temperature changes in relation to "global warming" is visualized in real time

Visualization of the simulation data generated by
Super Computer "K",for the "The People Who
Fight Natural Disasters: Part 1 Facing the
Increasing Abnormal Weathers" episode of "NHK
Special: MEGA CRISIS"

Visualization of the epicenter, faults, and
distortion in the case of an earthquake for the
"The People Who Fight Natural Disasters: Part 2
Predicting Earthquakes" episode of "NHK
Special: MEGA CRISIS"

"Number of Library Loans": Japan's present and future are considered through
visualization of various data
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Program Play-out (TOC)

Dynamic Audio
Audio Production and Services
NHK carries out audio production from recording to mixing of
various TV programs, including music programs, nature programs, documentaries, and dramas.
Program production includes an extremely diverse range from
live broadcasting of informational programs to dialogue recordings for TV dramas, music recording, overseas filming of documentaries, and various other activities. Studio music recordings
alone involve pop, classical, enka, Japanese music, jazz, and
drama music, as well as live broadcasts of "NHK Kohaku Utagassen" (Red-and-White Year-End Song Festival) from NHK
Hall. There is a diverse range of music genres, and occasionally
there are more than 100 microphones being mixed at times. For
location filming in both Japan and overseas, precious sounds and
atmospheres unique to each place are recorded and incorporated
into programs.
With increasingly high resolution of images in recent years,
presence and powerful audio expression are being demanded.
For terrestrial and BS broadcasting, in addition to conventional

Technical Operations Center (TOC)
stereo broadcasting, NHK also provides viewers with 5.1 channel surround broadcasting, which enables audiences to better
enjoy a "sense of presence as if you are there" and the "sense of
powerfulness that you would experience in a movie theater."
The 5.1 surround sound format offers the following advantages:
● A total of six speakers (three in the front, two in the rear,
and one for low frequency effect) surround the viewer to
give a realistic sense of presence.
● Clear and dynamic CD-quality sound.
● The low frequency effect (LFE) channel reproduces a compelling theater-like audio experience at home.
Furthermore, NHK has been developing a method for 22.2 multichannel audio production, which gives an even higher sense of
presence for the test broadcasts of 4K and 8K. NHK will continue to do its best to offer sensational, dramatic sounds.

TOC's computer automatically plays out live broadcasts, like
news and sporting events, and recorded and registered programs,
such as dramas, music shows, educational shows, documentaries, and movies in accordance with the broadcast schedule.

What is the Job of Play-out?
Master control room

Program Play-out

Japan are played out through a network circuit connected to local
stations. In order to establish stable program play-out and reliable emergency broadcasts, adjustments and coordination are
made daily with local stations.
In the case of emergency news, a conference call is made to local
stations immediately to inform the schedule change, and reliable
emergency broadcasting and program play-out are carried out.

TOC controls the switching of programs provided on NHK’s seven
domestic media platforms(TV and radio). In regular cases,programs are played out automatically, but in the case such as live
broadcasts of Diet sessions and sporting events are manually
controlled.
Moreover, when disasters such as earthquakes or tsunamis, or
breaking news occur, TOC cooperates with News Center to
provide emergency earthquake warnings or emergency news, and
serves an important role in playing out NHK programs.

Operation and management of play-out facilities
The TOC system consists of program switcher, control computer, video/audio play-out server, and broadcast surveillance
device. System has a complete redundancy for high robustness.

Coordination
The programs played out from the Broadcasting Center all over

How TOC is Managed

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

Preparing the
information caption
about the next
program.

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

355974 133546
355974 133546

355974 133546

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

355974 133546 368743
697574 978546 365874

Getting ready to
switch news
manually

The broadcasting schedule
may vary for emergency,
parliamentary and sports
broadcasts. At such times,
the TOC computer controls
are switched to manual and
the end times of programs
set in close coordination
with the departments concerned.

5.1 surround sound studio

Audio Postproduction
We produce programs using the 5.1 surround sound postproduction method in order to create powerful sound effects, music with
a sense of reality, and easy-to-understand narration, thus making
programs that are listenable, yet provide viewers with an intense
audio experience.
Acoustic multi-track editing devices like mixing boards or

We will notify you
as soon as the end
time of this broadcast
has been decided.

DAWs (Digital Audio Workstation) are entirely digitalized,
and a file-based system allows
for efficient, high-quality postproduction.

File base for normal
programming after
the news has been
broadcast.

Preparing earthquake
bulletin captions
for broadcast.

It's an earthquake!
Get ready to send news
flash captions.

All stations, breaking news
of earthquake is coming in.

Today’s program
schedule will
be revised.

Studio,
there is a change in
the program.

Technical Director

overall director of operations

DAW

Image of loudness

Volume level management
"Loudness" is defined as the volume of sound that a person senses. Since
2013, we have implemented a volume level management method for digital
television broadcasts that complies with international standards recommended by the International Telecommunications Union Radiocommunications
Sector (ITU-R). It minimizes unbalanced sound levels among programs or
channels, so viewers can enjoy programs without adjusting the volume.
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Programming person in charge

The next subtitled
news program will be
sent manually.

General TV will now
switch to an earthquake
bulletin.

Programming person in charge

Volume level

It seems as if the volume decreased
since the previous program

Loudness remains uniform
when programs change

Technical supervisor

supervisor for program play-out

Supervisor for program scheduling

supervisor for program scheduling
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Nationwide Broadcasting

Program Play-Out

Terrestrial TV and Radio
Transmission

(Play-out System)
Play-out System

satellite owned by B-SAT to broadcast two Hi-Vision channels
24 hours a day. A certain amount of time is spent on "Multi- casting," which broadcasts multiple programs simultaneously on the
same channel; for example, two differrent live sports at the same
time.

Digital Terrestrial Broadcasts
NHK delivers digital terrestrial broadcasting signal across Japan,
using TV circuit network between main Broadcasting Center in
Shibuya and 54 local stations.
Digital terrestrial broadcasting signal not only sends video and
audio, but also supplys various services, such as data broadcast,
the Electronic Program Guide (EPG), subtitles, Hybridcast, and
One-Seg. The play-out system multiplexes each of these signals
to match the standard of digital terrestrial broadcast. The Broadcasting Center sends these signals to Tokyo Skytree and local
stations.
The play-out system of each local station switches the national
programs and local programs. Data broadcast and the EPG of
each region are multiplexed and broadcasted from each transmitting station.
In order to respond flexibly to sudden changes in the program
schedule, the play-out systems of the 54 local stations around
Japan are all connected to a network, and are capable of making
accurate program play-out.

BS Digital Broadcasts

Radio Center
The Radio Center inside the Shibuya Broadcasting Center in
Tokyo was renovated in April, 2013.
Radio 1 serves as a "lifeline radio channel"by providing useful
programs to the audience. It is also responsible for supplying
prompt information in times of emergency.
The Radio Center is equipped with two live broadcasting studios, one news studio, and two mini studios. Most of Radio 1's
programs are played out live from the Radio Center.

Tokyo Skytree
(Sumida Broadcasting
Station)

NHK's BS Digital Broadcasts uses broadcasting

Radio Center

Broadcast
Transmtting
Station

Broadcasting
from Overseas

Circuit Center

Broadcast
Transmtting
Station

Transmitter

Transmitter

Transmitter

OFDM MOD

OFDM MOD

OFDM MOD

STL

STL

OTS

Overseas Locations

OB Van

TV Transmission Stations (Digital)
The digital terrestrial broadcast system uses digital modulating
method called OFDM. As of late 2016, around 2,200 transmitting stations (output power of 3mW to 10kW) are in service to
cover the entire nation.
Service

No. of stations

Digital General TV

2,215 stations

Digital Educational TV

2,186 stations

Optical Fiber

Control System

Control System

Maintenance of broadcast
equipment

Radio broadcasts are accessible anywhere and anytime, and
serve as an important information medium during the time of
disaster. Radio broadcasting signal have longer wavelengths
than those of TV or FM broadcasts, and therefore propagates
greater distances. About 200 stations serve to cover the entire
nation (output power of 50W to 500kW).
Service

No. of stations

Radio 1

223 stations

Radio 2

140 stations

Apart from the above, 27 other stations transmit radio programs
using FM signals.

EPG Insertion
Device

One-Seg Encoder

Interactive
News Available
Data Program Around the Clock

EPG Insertion Device
One-Seg Encoder
Data Broadcast Device

Program/EPG/One-seg and
data broadcast contents
are multiplexed and sent
off as TS signals

Data
Broadcasting
Content

Data Broadcast Production

NHK Broadcasting Center (Shibuya)

TS Switching Device
TV Circuit

EPG Insertion Device
One-Seg Encoder
National Data Tokyo Data Regional Data
Broadcasting Broadcasting Broadcasting

Data broadcasting content created at a regional station is
sent to a regional key station and converted into a
multiplexed signal, then sent to the regional station again.
Data Broadcast
Production

Program Information

STL
Multiplexing System

Data Broadcast Device

TS Switching Device
TV Circuit

Multiplexing System

EPG Generation Device

Multiplexing System

Program Content Encoder

TOC

Control System
STL

Studio

Local Key Station

Data Broadcast
Production

Local Station
OTS : Optical Terminal Station
OFDM : Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
STL : Studio to Transmitter Link
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To ensure stable signal transmission 24/7, NHK performs
inspections and maintenance on a regular basis, while also
developing new equipment that incorporates the latest technologies.

As of December 31, 2016

OTS

File-Based
Play-out System

Stable Signal Transmission

AM transmission stations

As of December 31, 2016

Helicopter

Satellite News
Gathering Vehicle
(SNG Van)

Delivering High Quality Programs
Throughout Japan

TV transmission station
(Hiratsuka City,
Kanagawa Prefecture)

Radio transmission station
(Tomigusuku City, Okinawa Prefecture)

TV signal analyzer developed by NHK

Distribution network connecting 54 local
stations nationwide
With the principal Broadcasting Center at the center, NHK has
a dedicated TV, radio, and FM distribution network that
connects its 54 local stations nationwide.

〈TV circuits〉
ATM leased line network is used as the distribution circuit for
broadcast programs across the nation.
In order to deal flexibly in times of disaster - for example, a
typhoon - the circuit is composed of two layers separating
delivery between the Broadcasting Center to local key stations
and local key stations to local broadcasting stations.
These circuits provide system redundancy and can immediately
switch to a backup circuit in case of failure so as to maintain
stable delivery of TV circuits.
〈Radio and FM circuits〉
A reliable high-speed digital circuit is
used for the radio and FM circuits.
Circuits have built-in system
redundancy that automatically switches to backup circuits in case of failure.

FM transmission stations

Sapporo

Sendai

Most of the NHK FM transmission stations are located alongwith TV transmission stations. Since FM signal wavelengths are
longer and penetrates further than TV signals, around 500 stations (output power ranging from 1W to 10kW) would be
enough to cover the entire nation.
Service

No. of stations

FM

532 stations

Hiroshima

Tokyo

Fukuoka

Nagoya
Osaka
Matsuyama

NHK Broadcasting Center (Shibuya)
Local Key Station
Local Station

As of December 31, 2016
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Nationwide Broadcasting

Satellite Broadcasting
Satellite Broadcasting System

Securing Signal Quality

BS Digital Broadcasting

High quality Signal Reception

BS digital broadcasting service was launched in December 1,
2000. Each channel allocated for this service can carry two or
more HDTV programs, or more than six SDTV programs, thus
enabling flexible and efficient broadcasting services. Moreover,
it also enables broadcasts to provide EPG (Electronic Program
Guide), data broadcasting, and multi-composition.
NHK's BS digital broadcasting used to consist of two SDTV services (BS1, BS2) and an HDTV service (BShi), but it was reorganized into two HDTV services (BS1, BS Premium) in April
2011.
BS digital broadcasting is currently being provided by 21 broadcasters, including NHK, comprising 29 programs. (HDTV: 28
programs, SDTV: 1 program)*

The broadcasting satellite, stationed at 36,000km above the
equator at 110 degree east, receives broadcast signal from the
earth station, converts the signal to the relevant frequency, and
amplifies the signals to transmit back to Japan.
The satellite is equipped with large solar panels to convert solar
energy to electricity and specifically shaped antenna to adjust the
footprint to efficiently cover whole Japan. A backup satellite is
also kept in orbit to support main satellites in case of technical
problems. Facilities on the ground include the Uplink Center,
which is responsible for sending broadcast signals to the satellites, and the B-SAT Satellite Control Center, which controls the
satellite itself.
The broadcasting satellites are currently owned by Broadcasting
Satellite System Corporation (B-SAT), which conducts satellite
broadcast operations for NHK and commercial broadcasters.

NHK, as a public broadcaster, has a vital responsibility to maintain and improve the quality of signal reception. Even after the
switchover from analog to digital, poor signal reception remains
a problem. NHK is making efforts to provide viewers across
Japan with high quality signal by making use of its expertise in
signal reception. NHK is actively responding to viewers' request
regarding TV and radio reception problems, and providing
instructions for improvement. In 2018, SHV broadcasts will start
on BS channels. NHK is providing related companies with technical information, reception methods, and so on to promote the
new service.

＊This does not include sound broadcasting (1 program).

R&D and Survey
In order to solve the problem of poor reception, we are working
to develop and implement facilities for joint reception along
with local unions. So far, we have developed and implemented
"a headend equipment that transmits BS digital broadcasts by
remodulating them to OFDM signals" for continuous reception
during disasters, and "a 23GHz radio transmitter" that can be
used in places where it is difficult to lay cables, such as in the
mountains or at river crossings.
NHK annually conducts a signal reception survey in order to
understand the status of household reception methods and devices owned. We also monitor the performance of digital receivers
and other receivers to prepare and launch upcoming services
such as the SHV broadcasting of the BS channels.
NHK not only develops new broadcasting technologies but carries out various surveys to secure a stable signal reception.

NHK's satellite broadcasting development
certified as an IEEE Milestone
In November of 2011, the development of NHK's direct
broadcast satellite service was certified as an IEEE Milestone.
The IEEE Milestone system was established in 1983, and for
25 years has certified research and development activities
noted globally as having had a profound effect on the fields of
electronics and computing technologies. The Milestone is
recognition that NHK's research and development into
satellite broadcasting technology has enabled households
across the nation - even those in mountainous areas or on
remote islands - to receive direct satellite broadcasts. Furthermore, the technology
is recognized as
having established
the foundation for
satellite broadcasting
services used today
all over the world.

BSAT-3c

New broadcasting technology workshop
NHK hosts workshops for electrical appliance dealers and technicians
Monitoring the performance of digital receivers

BSAT-3b

Assistance for Devastated Areas in
a Major Disaster

BSAT-3a

In times of major disasters, NHK provides crucial information to
disaster victims by installing TV sets and antennas at evacuation
centers. NHK makes sure that necessary information is received
by the affected areas.

The Uplinking of Satellite Broadcasts
Programs for NHK and commercial broadcasters are
respectively composed at B-SAT Uplink Center within the
NHK Broadcasting Center, before they are transmitted as
signals to the broadcasting satellite. This is called an uplink.
In cases where the Broadcasting Center is not available for
use due to maintenance or rain, the uplink process is carried
out at the uplink substation, located in Saitama Prefecture.
Moreover, uplinking facilities are being installed at the
Osaka Broadcasting Station as preparation for disasters in
the Tokyo metropolitan area.
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Individual Reception

(NHK Fukuoka
Broadcasting Station)

B-SAT Main Uplink Center
Community Reception

(NHK Osaka
Broadcasting Station)

Individual Reception
Monitoring the performance of digital receivers
NHK uses reception service cars to monitor signal
reception and impedance status in each area

Installing TV sets and antennas at evacuation centers

B-SAT Uplink Substation
(Shobu, Saitama Prefecture)
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Basic Facilities/Systems

File-Based System

File-Based System (Programs/News) Overview
Integrated Content Information System (ICIS)

Programs
Drama Programs,
etc.

File-Based Production System for
Programs
In order to record and edit programs more efficiently, we are
developing a file-based production system that utilizes PC and
network technology. Following are the main feature of the
system:

●Editing is done by using software (a non-linear editor).

Studio

Play-out Server
Completed
Program File

TOC

Technical Operation
Center

Offline Editing Device

Final
Registration

Drama Editing Server

Registration Server
Registration
Cache

General
Programs

Non-linear Editing System

Completed
Program File

Post-Production Server

Sound Editing System

ted

ple

File-Based Camera

al
Fin

Outside
Production
Company

om
n/C

atio

str

i
Reg

Pro

Material
Registration
Material Cache Server
Distribution

Non-linear Editing System
for the Director

Non-linear
Editing System

Studio

Sound
Editing System

Material Exchange

Sports Program

Server

Non-linear Editing Device

Storage/
Distribution Facility

International Television

Non-linear Editing Device

Material Exchange

Network and Storage

File-Based Play-Out Facility
In the past, recorded television programs were played out using
VCR, but the Broadcasting Center in Tokyo started using a
file-based play-out facility in September, 2013.
The file-based play-out facility consists of a large-capacity registration server for temporary storage of programs, and a play-out
server used especially for playing out programs, thus allowing
for stable play-out. The registration server can hold up to 14 days
worth of programs and the play-out server can hold up to 3 days
worth. The play-out server has a duplex system, making it
extremely reliable. In addition, establishing a network connection between the editing facility allows direct online registration
of the "ready-to-air"programs from the editing room. Handling
programs as a file allows flexible operation, such as broadcasting
same program successively on different media. Since application
to fields besides broadcasting is facilitated, it broadens the possibilities of new services for viewers.

The file-based system for news coverage is a large-scale system
comprised of the "Video Server System," which handles recording, production, and play-out, and the "NC (News Center)
Archives System," which holds up to 70,000 hours of footage.
The Video Server System is composed of a server that can store
up to 3,000 hours of video, 70 recording systems, 65 play-out
systems, and 135 sets of non-linear editing devices.
The NC Archives System offers long-term storage of valuable
news footage. When the need to reuse the material arises, the
system can rapidly extract the necessary footage. The structure is
a redundant system to protect stored footage very safely.
Along with the conversion of news footage into files, the system
also manages material closely linked to metadata, such as title
and scene information. This allows for enhanced footage sharing
between personnel and footage search features, leading to faster
news play-out.
Moreover, throughout the course of three years (2014-2016),
NHK connected the regional stations around Japan with a video
file exchange network and installed file-basing news production
facilities. With these, NHK now offers an even speedier news
play-out in a more efficient manner.

Video Server System

Server

Archives Information System
Input Server

Search Server

Loaning Management Server
Outside Coordination Server

File Storage Vault
Completed Program File
Clean File
Material File

Database

Studio

Material Distribution

Play-out
Server

Non-linear Editing Device

Importing Material

BSNC

Transcode
Terminal

Independent High-Performance
Non-linear Editing Device

File Input/
Output

Non-linear Editing Device

Proxy Editing Device

General Television NC

Production Server
NHK Educational TV
"Sign Language News"

Recording
Regional Key Station/
Broadcasting Station,
News Coverage
Locations, etc.

NC Archives System

Recording
Proxy Server

Material Server

Material
Delivery

Time-Difference Play-Back Device
Primary Storage

General
Television
NC Server

Recording

BSNC
Server

Proxy Server
Time-difference Play-back
Controlling Terminal

Secondary Storage

News Programs
News Coverage Information System
Video Exchange Network

Acquiring Video from Center

Video Exchange

Video Exchange
Regional Key Station
Preview

Broadcasting Station

Video Exchange

Preview

Supplying Video from Center
Video Exchange

On-Air
File-based
Camera
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File-Based System for News Coverage
Editing Room

On-Air

File-Based Camera

Completed Program Distribution

As mentioned above, program materials that are converted into
files are handled via network. This allows more efficient editing
process and creative program production.

Sound Editing System

Final Registration/

●Material used for editing is kept in the network storage.

The Archives Information System/Storage & Distribution Facility stores and controls NHK’s massive program storage & distribution system.
The Archives Information System efficiently manages the information of files and tapes from completed programs and materials based on content categories, such as news or programs.
It allows to search, and to lend out to the desired content. The
Storage & Lending Facility is an enormous storage vault that
stores and manages not only programs, but photos and related
information as files. It boasts a 41PB (petabyte) super high-capacity tape library device, which distributes material to users
based on orders received from the Archives Information System.
The facility also transfers program files to the file-based
play-out facility in accordance with the broadcast schedule.
Managing programs and related information as files in a unified
manner allows for program producers to easily access information from desktop terminals. Not only is this more convenient, it
allows for efficient application of programs.

Non-linear Editing System

Format
Conversion

Material Exchange

●Program material is saved as a file on a hard disk.

Archives Information System/
Storage & Lending Facility

Play-Out Facility
File Management System for Play-out

Play-out
Server
Material Server

Editing Device

On-Air
File-based
Camera

Film Recorder/
Player

Play-out Recorder/
Player
Editing Device
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Basic Facilities/Systems

Deveropment and Maintenance
Development of underwater cameras
Cameras that can operate underwater remotely are necessary for
filming images of marine creatures and shooting swimming and
other water sports.
For this reason, NHK has developed a new underwater camcorder and self-propelled underwater remote-controlled camera.
Since it is difficult for the light to penetrate through water,
underwater images has been unavoidably dark; however, the
underwater camcorder enables the filming of clear, bright underwater images due to its high sensitivity. Furthermore, the
self-propelled underwater remote-controlled camera can be
operated remotely from the water’s surface using a remote-control device, enabling filming at water depths of up to 500m.
Using these cameras, it became possible to film the ecology of
marine creatures as well as the world of deep sea which humans
cannot dive.
The underwater cameras we have developed play a vital role in
locations where NHK is producing a nature program or documentary.

Development of a robot camera
monitoring system
NHK has reinforced its system for monitoring images provided
by robot cameras, and 600 of the 700 locations around Japan
may be monitored on a 24-hour basis. With this robot camera
monitoring system, images throughout Japan are sent to NHK's
Broadcasting Center in Shibuya via a secure IP network,
enabling centralized monitoring. In addition, the live images
from each robot camera are made into video files comprising
three days worth of footage, making it possible to go back in
time to watch images.
These images are used as monitoring and emergency reporting to
prevent damage from natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, and river flooding. In addition, when
an earthquake or tsunami occurs, the robot cameras in each
region can automatically zoom in, coordinating with information
from the Japan Meteorological Agency, and show images on
multi-display screens. They can also swiftly play the images
recorded at the time of the earthquakes. By increasing the
number of robot cameras connected to this system, the latest
images from each location can be broadcast immediately and act
as a vital source of information for the viewers in the affected
areas.

Station Facilities
Building Broadcasting Stations
As the need arises, NHK rebuilds superannuated broadcasting
stations throughout the nation. In doing so, we ascertain that the
earthquake-proof effectiveness of the buildings and their power/air conditioning equipment can fully maintain broadcast functions, even during times of disaster.
The reconstruction of the following broadcasting stations is currently underway: Sendai Broadcasting Station and Shizuoka
Broadcasting Station (scheduled for completion 2017), Kanazawa Broadcasting Station (scheduled for completion 2018), Sapporo Broadcasting Station, Saga Broadcasting Station, and Otsu
Broadcasting Station (scheduled for completion in 2019).

Power Supply/Air Conditioning
Facilities that Support Broadcasting
NHK’s electric power facilities are vital for broadcasting activities. In order for them to remain operational in times of blackouts
and disasters, the system must be very reliable.
In order to guarantee stable delivery and transmission of broadcasts, NHK is setting up a double layer of systems, as well as
designing and maintaining in-house power generation facilities
and Uninterrupted Power Supply.

Sendai Broadcasting Station (Scheduled for completion in 2017)

Gas turbine power generator for emergencies

Underwater camcorder

Shizuoka Broadcasting Station (Scheduled for completion in 2017)

NHK's broadcasting centers require a highly reliable air conditioning system to cool the equipment.
In compliance with the Environmental Security Ordinance of the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government and the Law Concerning the
Rational Use of Energy, NHK is vigorously reducing its power
consumption for air conditioning by upgrading to more efficient
systems and enhancing existing ones.

Images captured by robot cameras during
an earthquake (Multi-display screen)
Images captured by an underwater camcorder
Kanazawa Broadcasting Station (Scheduled for completion in 2018)

Self-propelled underwater remote-controlled camera
Sapporo Broadcasting Station (Scheduled for completion in 2019)
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Freezers in the Broadcasting Center
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Basic Facilities/Systems

Eco-management
Visualizing Energy Consumption
NHK has introduced an energy-efficiency management system
that visualize power consumption at NHK's broadcasting stations throughout Japan. The system measures cumulative power
consumption at each center, and breaks down electricity consumption by category (broadcasting, air conditioning, lighting,
etc.).

IT Systems

Moreover, solar power generation systems were installed at
local broadcasting stations beginning in 2008, and now 40
broadcasting stations around the country currently make use of
the system. A total of about 640,000 kWh of electricity are generated annually, reducing CO2 emission by about 355 tons a
year.

IT System Designed for Efficient Operations
strengthen the ties between users and NHK.
NHK's administrative IT system manages a portal site which
acts as the foundation for information sharing within NHK. It
comprehensively processes and streamlines NHK's key business
operations, including human resources and payroll management,
as well as accounting operations, including budgeting, payments, and asset management.
Lastly, NHK's network system interconnects all its diverse IT
systems at broadcasting stations throughout Japan, thus maintaining a high level of systems security, and contributes to operational efficiency.

NHK has an extensive set of IT systems that support every
aspect of its operations, including planning and production of
programs, revenue-related activities, audience relations, general
administration, and accounting.
The IT system for broadcast operations supports everything
from news gathering and editing to production, distribution, and
archiving of programs. Also included is an election information
system that tallies and analyzes election-related data from across
Japan, and quickly and accurately reports the results to viewers.
The IT system for audience services facilitates fee-collection
activities, ensuring that all viewers and listeners fairly share the
costs of NHK's broadcasting services. The system also serves to

●From program production to play-out and archiving

News Information System

Solar Panels at Shibuya Broadcasting Center (Tokyo)

Energy-efficiency management system

Installation of Solar Panels
A 2 megawatt (2,000 kW) solar power system was installed at
the Shobu-Kuki Radio Transmission Station, which boasts one
of the highest transmission output levels in Japan. There are
8,120 solar panels, covering an area of roughly 30,000 m2.
During peak daytime power generation periods, this system can
provide electricity for the whole transmission station. The
annual yield of energy is roughly 2 million kWh, which is equal
to the amount of electricity used by 500 households, thus reducing annual CO2 emissions by as much as 1,110 tons.

Energy-Saving Broadcasting
Equipment
Various efforts are being made to develop and install energy-saving and eco-friendly facilities.
With regard to studio lighting equipment, many studios have
been installed with LED lighting equipment (studio spotlights,
floodlights, horizon light), which produces the same brightness
as previously used halogen lamp lighting equipment.
In 2016, lighting equipment in studios and other NHK facilities
were replaced with LED lighting equipment. This switch
enabled a reduction in electric power consumption by approximately 80%.
We will continue to implement LED lighting devices in studios
throughout Japan for the sake of eco-friendly operations.

●News gathering

For
broadcasting

Integrated Content
Information System

International Broadcasting
Information System

Archives Information System

Election Information
System

News texts

●Viewer relations

●Receiving Fees

Viewer-Response
System

For
audience
services

Hand-held
computer

data
interchange

Electronic Payment
Terminal

Conditional
Access System

Netclub
System

The audience Service
System

●Office Work

Call Center System

Internal Information Portal SIte

HR & payroll
Payment to Subcontractors

For
administration
BANK
Office System

BANK

Notice/
Information

Links

Document
Library

Scheduler/
Facility reservation

The Mega Solar at Shobu-Kuki Radio Transmission Station
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Reserch and Deveropment for the Future

Reserch for Future Broadcasting
Technology
Science & Technology Research
Laboratories
NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (STRL) are
at the center of research and development for broadcasting and
TV technologies. It is Japan's only organization for comprehensive broadcast technology researches, covering everything from
program production and play-out to signal transmission, reception, and display. The STRL has implemented a variety of broadcast services, such as satellite broadcasts, HDTV systems, and
digital broadcasts. The results are applied to not only broadcasting, but also to areas such as natural sciences, healthcare, culture, and many others. Here are some of the other research activities currently under way at NHK STRL.

Main Themes of Research
8K Super Hi-Vision (SHV/UHDTV)
STRL began research on extremely high resolution imagery in
1995 and has successively developed elemental technologies
necessary for broadcasting service.
Further research and development is under way to improve and
spread the use of 8K Super Hi-Vision, for which test satellite
broadcasting began in 2016.
Large Screen Sheet-type Display
STRL conducts research to develop lightweight, ultrathin, and
flexible large screen sheet-type displays. Aiming for early implementation of a large screen sheet-type display in a general
household, STRL proceeds the research on organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices with longer life-time and higher efficiency, and the device structure suitable for large screens. The
possibility to increase the longevity of OLED, improve power
efficiency, and create a structure suitable for large screens is
looked into.

NHK STRL is currently conducting research on the multiplexing
method for high-density recording as well as wavefront compensation technology to
compensate for recording media distortions .

Fully committed to making broadcast services accessible to
everyone through simple means, including the elderly, children,
foreigners who are unfamiliar with Japanese, and visually or
hearing-impaired persons, STRL continues to carry out.
CG Sign Language Translation
One example is research into automatic translation of Japanese
into sign language computer graphics (CG). Motion data of sign
language words, which were recorded by motion capture technology, are connected to generate sign language CG animations.
The sign language CG translation dictionary is open to the public
on the STRL homepage, so sign language users can evaluate this
technology themselves.
(http://cgi2.nhk.or.jp/signlanguage/index.cgi)

the integral method. The salient feature of an integral 3D TV is
that it captures and displays objects from various angles using an
array composed of tiny lenses.
It is capable of real-time filming, and one can view a natural 3D
image from any direction without using special glasses. We are
working on capturing and display technology to improve the resolution of the 3D image.
Lens array

Condenser lens Camera array

Holographic prototype drive for archival use

High-capacity Transmission Technology
STRL has been developing a next-generation terrestrial broadcasting system in order to provide Super Hi-Vision program to
the households. It will become possible to transmit far more
information with the high-capacity transmission technology
compared to the current digital broadcasts. STRL aims to combine the technology with a newly-developed next generation
video-encoding technology so that the viewers can enjoy SHV
on terrestrial
broadcasting.

Integral 3D Capturing Device that Uses Multiple Cameras

Participation in International
Standardization Activities
CG Sign Language Translation Screen

Haptic Presentation Technology
We have been exploring the use of haptic or tactile technologies
to convey shapes and other hard-to-explain information to the
visually impaired, including two-dimensional information such
as maps and three-dimensional objects such as works of art.
Next-generation terrestrial broadcasting system

Technology that Combines Integrates Broadcasting and CommunicationsBroadband Networks
Hybridcast®
The achievements of STRL's research are embodied in the Hybridcast system that integrates broadcasting and broadband networks. STRL continues its research for a more attractive Hybridcast service by developing technology of synchronizing broadcast program and related content provided through broadband
networks to synthesis them on the TV screen and technology for
channel independent services.

Large-capacity, High Data-transfer-rate Recording Devices
A large-capacity, high data transfer-rate recording/reproducing
device is necessary to record 8K Super Hi-Vision signals for
archiving. Holographic recording enables large capacity recording by three-dimensionally writing digital data onto a medium.
Integrated service between TV and tablet devices during
the airing of sport programs (Conceptualization image)

Together with developing the next-generation broadcasting technology, NHK has also been leading the international standardization of 8K Super Hi-Vision broadcasts. NHK's system was
accepted as an international standard specification for "ultra high
definition video" in 2004, and "expanded large screen digital
video" in 2006 by the ITU-R (International Telecommunication
Union Radiocommunications). In 2012, NHK's specifications
became an international standard for television video, including
definition, frame frequency, and color. In 2016, the HDR (High
Dynamic Range) that NHK developed together with BBC
became an international standard as well. The adoption of formats developed by NHK as international standards will lead to
the reduction of the costs of 8K equipment as well as enhance the
international development of broadcasting content.

Patents Resulting from R&D
Haptic Presentation Device to convey 3D information

Integral 3D TV
We are developing ways
to create a 3D TV that can
reproduce natural 3D
images, to solve the problem of eye fatigue, and to
decrease strain on the
human body. One way to
accomplish these goals is

Flexible organic light-emitting diode display
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User-friendly Broadcasting Services

NHK's patents and technical know-how that result from its
extensive R&D are being utilized not only in broadcasting but
also in other fields.
● Current situation of patents
Domestic

Overseas

Patents pending
(Apr. 2016 - Nov. 2016)

215

28

Patents obtained
(Apr. 2016 - Nov. 2016)

161

6

1,756 (patents)

164 (patents)

Rights obtained
(End of November, 2016)

5 (designs)

Displays from various points of view using the lens array
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International Broadcasting

NHK WORLD

NHK WORLD Online

NHK's international broadcasting service, NHK WORLD, broadcasts programs about current affairs
in Japan and Asia throughout the world via TV, radio, and the Internet.

NHK WORLD TV
NHK WORLD TV is an international TV service broadcasted in
English. Starting in December, 2009, NHK WORLD began
HDTV broadcasting before any other international TV broadcast
service, delivering clear and powerful video and sound programs
to viewers around the world. It broadcasts news and information
24 hours a day, using satellite, CATV, and IPTV that meet the
demands of each country or region's standards.
The service is available in Japan on the Internet as well as on
CATV. NHK WORLD has two TV channels and a radio channel
having programs in 18 languages. They are automatically
played-out according to the schedule. The play-out system consists of a triplex redundant configuration and is a highly robust
system. There are two in-house TV studios and eight radio
recording rooms where live programs are produced every day.
Along with promoting the latest trends in Japan, Asia, and the
rest of the world, NHK WORLD also offers programs that deliver interesting and appealing aspects of Japan, such as its cutting-edge technology, cuisine, travel, J-pop music, and fashion.

NHK NEWSLINE

The signals are scrambled, so viewers need to sign up with their
local cable TV or satellite providers to enjoy this service. Since
many hotels also subscribe to this service, you may be able to
watch NHK programs while traveling abroad on business or for
pleasure. In North America, the service is broadcast as TV Japan.
In Europe, it is broadcast as JSTV. In both cases, broadcast services are provided through local companies.

The Internet is an extremely effective platform for conveying
information around the globe, and international broadcasters are
putting a lot of focus on distributing their content online. In
2011, NHK WORLD won an award at the "Connected World.TV
Awards," an international event celebrating online distribution of
visual content.
NHK WORLD TV has aired content simultaneously online since
February, 2009. The programs can be enjoyed not only on the
official web site but with apps that have been released for smartphones and tablets.
Since October, 2015,
NHK WORLD TV has
Recording #1
also focused on elevating the resolution qualiLive-streaming
ty of the programs
offered
on
media
Cloud
streaming devices such
as FireTV and AppleTV.
The number of programs
Recording #2
offered on VOD has
increased from 13 pro-

grams in June, 2015 to over 30 programs.
On NHK WORLD RADIO, live-streaming of programs are
offered in 18 languages. The programs can also be enjoyed on
VOD via web site and app, with photos and text added to sound
clips. The NHK WORLD online services are made possible by
the automatic file-based production system developed by NHK.
With this original technology, which uses the cloud computing
system, video clips are accurately and automatically cropped. It
is being used ahead of domestic broadcastings.
VOD Platform
Database
#1

Production #1

Storage
#1
Rare Access
Storage #1
Storage
#2

Production #2
Database
#2

(PR, Homepage)

International Cooperation
NHK World Master Control Room

NHK WORLD RADIO JAPAN
NHK WORLD RADIO JAPAN is an audio broadcasting service
available in 18 different languages, including Japanese and English.
In addition to short wave transmissions from the KDDI Yamata
Transmission Station, we broadcast from transmitting stations
all over the world using short wave, FM, and medium wave. Aggregate broadcast time is 58 hours 40 minutes per day (As of
January, 2016).
In the event of natural disasters or major accidents, Radio Japan
provides fast and accurate safety and security information.
To support multilingual broadcasting, the NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories have developed a "translation
example browser" that allows prompt retrieval and presentation
of archived sentences in response to keyword or expression queries. The system can translate 15 languages.

gies to digitize their broadcasting systems. Other initiatives for
working with overseas broadcasters include program exchanges
and cooperation in setting up interviews and video shooting.

In collaboration with the Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) and the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union
(ABU), NHK assists broadcasters in developing countries by
dispatching experts, accepting trainees, and providing technolo-

NHK WORLD Coverage Area (Conceptualization image)

(As of January, 2017)

Improving the receiving environment focusing on North America and Asia
Europe

North & South America

Astra1KR

Galaxy13

Astra 4A

Galaxy16

Astra 2G

Galaxy28

EUTELSAT 36B
EUTELSAT 36C

Relay stations of
NHK WORLD RADIO
JAPAN
Yamata Transmission
Station transmits shortwave around the globe.

EUTELSAT HOTBIRD 13C

Shortwave
U.K.
Singapore
Dhabbaya (UAE)
France
Germany
Ascension Island
Yamaguchi
(West coast of the US.)

AM
Moscow
Lithuania

NHK WORLD PREMIUM
Middle East & Africa
AMOS 2

Turksat 4A

Nilesat 201

EUTELSAT 16Ａ

SES 4

EUTELSAT 7B

SES 5

Apstar 7

NSS 6

Optus D3

Asiasat 7

NSS 11

IS-19

Apstar 5

SES-7

JCSAT-4B

GSAT-10

Vinasat -1

ABS2

Tajikistan
Brazil

FM

Asia & Oceania

NHK WORLD PREMIUM is a 24-hour Japanese speaking TV
service that mainly targets Japanese viewers living overseas.
It is compiled from news and information programs, entertainment programs, children’s programs, as well as sports, culture,
and fine arts programs that have been carefully selected from
NHK's domestic broadcasts.

South Africa
Uzbekistan
Lithuania
Madagascar
Palau
U.S.A.

Jordan River, West Bank
Indonesia
Tanzania
Afghanistan
Brazil
Bangladesh
Iraq

Aside from the satellite broadcasts mentioned above, NHK WORLD can be viewed in roughly 292 million
households in about 160 countries and regions by way of cable TV, IPTV, and terrestrial digital broadcast.
Delivery for mobile terminals
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Technological Capabilities of local Stations

Sending the Local Message
to the World

Sapporo
Broadcasting Station

NHK comprises 54 broadcasting stations, including the Broadcasting Center in Tokyo, seven local key stations, and 46 local stations. We actively
promote independent scheduling and editing of local programs that reflect each region or area’s needs; namely in-depth news, lifestyle information,
challenges and problems specific to each region, as well as programs corresponding to daily life, economics, and culture on a broader scale. We also
contribute to social and cultural promotional activities with various events, providing information to local communities and disseminating local
news on a national scale.

Osaka
Broadcasting Station

Kyoto
Broadcasting Station

Kobe
Broadcasting Station

Hakodate
Broadcasting Station

Asahikawa
Broadcasting Station

Obihiro
Broadcasting Station

Kushiro
Broadcasting Station

Kitami
Broadcasting Station

Muroran
Broadcasting Station

Sendai
Broadcasting Station

Akita
Broadcasting Station

Yamagata
Broadcasting Station

Morioka
Broadcasting Station

Fukushima
Broadcasting Station

Aomori
Broadcasting Station

Nagano
Broadcasting Station

Niigata
Broadcasting Station

Kofu
Broadcasting Station

Yokohama
Broadcasting Station

Mito
Broadcasting Station

Chiba
Broadcasting Station

Utsunomiya
Broadcasting Station

Saitama
Broadcasting Station

Nagoya
Broadcasting Station

Kanazawa
Broadcasting Station

Shizuoka
Broadcasting Station

Fukui
Broadcasting Station

Toyama
Broadcasting Station

Tsu
Broadcasting Station

Gifu
Broadcasting Station

Hokkaido Region

Wakayama
Broadcasting Station

Tohoku Region

Nara
Broadcasting Station

Hiroshima
Broadcasting Station

Otsu
Broadcasting Station

Okayama
Broadcasting Station

Kanto Koshinetsu
Region

Matsue
Broadcasting Station
Chugoku Region

Kinki Region

Kyushu/
Okinawa
Region

Tottori
Broadcasting Station
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Tokai/Hokuriku
Region

Shikoku Region

Yamaguchi
Broadcasting Station

Matsuyama
Broadcasting Station

Kochi
Broadcasting Station

Tokushima
Broadcasting Station

Takamatsu
Broadcasting Station

Fukuoka
Broadcasting Station

Kitakyushu
Broadcasting Station

Kumamoto
Broadcasting Station

Nagasaki
Broadcasting Station

Kagoshima
Broadcasting Station

Miyazaki
Broadcasting Station

Oita
Broadcasting Station

Saga
Broadcasting Station

Maebashi
Broadcasting Station

Okinawa
Broadcasting Station
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History of Broadcasting Technology

PR Activities

Tokyo Skytree

Explaining our research and development achievements in exhibitions

STRL Open House

NHK Program Production Technology Exhibition

NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (STRL) hold a
comprehensive "STRL Open House" each May to show its latest
research accomplishments to viewers. Over 20,000 people, ranging
from broadcasting and engineering specialists to families, visited the
70th STRL Open House that was held between May 26 to 29, 2016.
The theme of "STRL Open House 2016" was NHK's evolution from
being a public broadcaster into becoming a form of public media. The
latest research results on Super Hi-Vision, internet technology for
future broadcast services, Smart Production, and 3D TV were exhibited. Visitors enjoyed experiencing the 8K Super Hi-Vision, 3D TV, and
other cutting-edge technology.
Previous accomplishments of STRL in HDTV, satellite broadcasting,
and ISDB-T method digital terrestrial broadcasting have attracted
much attention from both inside
and outside the country.
STRL will continue to conduct
various research in order to
make the Laboratories the
global source of technology that
enriches broadcast and other
fields.

At the NHK Program Production Technology Exhibition,
devices and equipment developed by our engineers throughout the country to produce and distribute news and other TV
programs are explained to the viewers and production
people. Over 6,000 people visit the exhibition each year.
At the 46th NHK Program Production Technology Exhibition held between February 26 to 28, 2017, 34 exhibition
booth were installed, categorized in five themes: Super
Hi-Vision, sports, emergency newscasts, program production, and how the quality of broadcasts is maintained.
A characteristic of the "Program Production Technology Exhibition" is that visitors can not only see devices on display
but also actually touch and experience them.
Behind-the-scenes info of a drama production as well as
advanced imaging technologies were also exhibited in order
to introduce various techniques of program production.
Much of the equipment that has been displayed at the "Program Production Technology Exhibition" is now being used
in NHK's emergency news reporting, program production,
and play-out operations.

Radio broadcasts first began in 1925. In the past 90
years, there have been many milestones in the field, such
as the start of regular television broadcasts in 1953, and
the beginning of experimental satellite broadcasts in
1984.
Advances in broadcasting have been made possible by
the evolution of broadcasting technology. In its mission
to make broadcasts more accessible and useful, NHK
has been on the cutting edge of R&D in the field of
broadcasting technology. NHK was one of the first
broadcasters in the world to offer satellite services, and
was a pioneer in HDTV (known as Hi-Vision in Japan)
and flat-panel plasma display technologies.

4K･8K test
broadcasting starts

NHK Hybridcast
starts

NHK Hybridcast Homepage

Complete digital TV switchover
(In Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima Prefectures)

March 11, 2011
The Great East Japan Earthquake
NHK made sure emergency news and other
critical information stayed on the air, keeping
people informed of all new developments

Complete digital TV switchover
(Except Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima Prefectures)

NHK On Demand service starts

One-Seg service starts
The prototype plasma display developed for the Nagano Winter Olympics
was the forerunner of today's large flat panel TVs (1998)

Overseas Exhibition
To promote 8K Super Hi-Vision and other accomplishments of NHK's
R&D, we hold exhibitions in many parts of the world. In April, 2016,
we participated in the world's largest exhibition for broadcast equipment, NAB show 2016, in Las Vegas.
Images with wide color gamut was shown using an 8K laser projector
supporting high frame frequency , while 8K-related equipment such as
a full 8K resolution single-chip CCD camera and other technology
required for 8K Super Hi-Vision broadcasting was exhibited. Images
were also screened on an ultrahigh definition 8K liquid crystal display(LCD) and the latest equipment developed for 8K test satellite
broadcasts such as an 8K OB van was shown.
In September, NHK participated in IBC2016, the largest exhibition of
broadcast technology in Europe, held in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
The OLED panels with a thickness of just 1 mm were aligned to create
a 130-inch large screen sheet-type display. Footage from the Rio
Olympic Games was shown and gathered great attention.

Digital terrestrial TV service starts

Digital satellite (BS) service starts
Exhibition at the "Program Production
Technology Exhibition"

A handset supporting
One-Seg service

1964 Tokyo Olympics
First-ever
irst-ever color broadc
broadca
broadcast of the Olympic Games
Satellite television feed successful

Analog Hi-Vision regular experimental broadcast starts
Satellite TV (BS) service starts

CEATEC JAPAN Exhibition
Since 2000, NHK has held joint exhibits with JEITA (Japan
Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association) at CEATEC JAPAN, one of the largest exhibitions for
telecommunication, information, and video in Asia. The
exhibits explain NHK's latest efforts and technologies,
including 4K and 8K.
At CEATEC JAPAN 2016, the actual reception of 4K and
8K test broadcasting which was launched in August 1st
(practical broadcasts planned in 2018), was shown. Methods
to update reception devices, among others, were also
explained using actual equipment. Around 50,000 people
came to the NHK/JEITA booth and enjoyed the world of
dynamic images.

Satellite test broadcasts start

FM radio service starts
Opening of NHK's Tokyo Television Station (1953)

Color television service starts

Educational TV service starts
Television service starts

1959 Royal wedding of Prince Akihito and
Princess Michiko
The wedding spurred the spread of black and
white TV sets (exceeding 2 million units)

Radio 2 service starts
First radio service in Japan

Type TVK-II, the first domestically produced television
set for household use, developed by NHK Science and
Technology Research Laboratories (1953)

CEATEC JAPANでのNHK出展ブース
A crystal radio with a cat's-whisker detector
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